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● In order to enter the Mineral World, Steiner (1924 (13th August, 1924
True & False Paths in Spiritual Investigation: Lecture #3 Schmidt #: S-5865)
indicates that we need to become aware of: 

● ●mineral composition 
● ●colour, 
● ●hardness 
● ●all aspects of composition 
● ●structure, 
● ●substantiality 
● ●metallity
● ●to become at-one-ness with the earth and the whole cosmos 

● My talk follows this method, & gives indications for each person to persue.

The Many Faces of GOLD with Duncan Keppie
  How are the Heart, Gold and the Sun related?

Heart   Gold Sun



The Gift of GOLD by David Newblatt



The Mask of GOLD

    Nova Scotia gold
where, when & how

When I first started work in Nova Scotia, I worked on the geometry of 
the Quartz-Gold veins in and around Halifax



Gold occurrences in Nova Scotia

Blockhouse gold mine
just south of the South
Shore Waldorf School



Quartz crystals long axes  are oblique to vein 
walls and preserve the direction of growth

Modes of occurrence of quartz-gold veins in Nova Scotia

Gold veins in southern Nova Scotia are generally associated with folds in the host rocks, 
which consists of sandstones and slates. The geometric association with the folds 
suggests they fomed during folding. At Blockhouse, the mined veins are oblique to the 
fold axis.
 

Photo of fold
+quartz-gold
     veins



“Cavity expansion generates extreme reductions in pressure that cause the fluid that 
is trapped in the jog to expand to a very low-density vapour. 

Such flash vaporization of the fluid results in the rapid co-deposition of silica and 
gold”: two most evolved units. 

“Flash vaporization continues as more fluid flows towards the newly expanded cavity, 
until the pressure in the cavity eventually recovers to ambient conditions. Multiple 
earthquakes progressively build economic-grade gold deposits”.

Weatherley, D.K. and Henley. R.W. 2013. Flash vaporization during earthquakes 
evidenced by gold deposits. Nature Goscience, DOI: 10.1038/NGEO1759. 

Veins “heal” cracks 
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Jog in quartz vein
showing sideways 
motion opening jog

Sideways relative motion
opens space in jog

Formation of quartz-gold veins



Hidden faces of quartz



The structure & processes in quartz (modified after Keppie, 2018. The Rock Cycle: 
the rocks are alive: if only we could “hear” them, what have they to tell us? 
Anthroposophical Society in Canada, https://www.anthroposophy.ca/en/research/
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QUARTZ lies at the foot of the Figure where it is the last tetrahedral mineral to crystallize from a melt, 
it shares all 4 oxygen atoms, which brings the Si ions closest to one another overcoming repulsion & 
leads to strong bonds & stability only broken down by heat, forms both right and left helices expressed 
in the crystal shapes, is the most perfect (highest intensification), & is purest silicate (least elements).



Excerpt of a book, “Antoni and Me” by J. Duncan Keppie, 2020 

Diagram showing quartz 
helix as tetrahedra with 
Oxygen (red) & Silica (white)

Left- & Right-handed quartz crystals, 
showing how individual tetrahdedra 
rotate anticlockwise going down the 
helix as they rotate clockwise around 
the central axis

Waltz foot pattern: one 
rotates anticlockwise
at each corner AS one 
dances clockwise around 
the centre



Cosmic face of Gold



Main isotopes of gold showing their decay tree and Half-Life 

All elements have isotopes that decay by radioactivity from one isotope to another.
Their longevity is given given by the half life in days (d): only one isotope of gold is 
stable and all others have decayed quickly. It is thought that GOLD formed either 
early in the history of the Earth & sank to the core or was brought in by meteorites.



)Molten stage of Earth ≡ Saturn (Steiner)

The short half life of all gold isotopes, 
except for 197Au suggests GOLD in 
crust was either brought here from 
meteorites or if it formed early in the 
Earths’  history it sank to the core or 
lower mantle during the early molten 
stage of the earth.
Temperature at the 
mantle-core boundary         = 3300°C. 
GOLD melting temperature = 1064°C.



Plume produces a seamount (Hawaii) 
that is overriden producing deformation, 
then metamorphism, granites & GOLD

Mantle plume 
rising from core/ 
lower mantle
with GOLD

Age in millions 
of years:

Relative ages of gold, deformation, metamorphism, & granite intrusion in 
Meguma (southern Nova Scotia): consequences for origin of GOLD

Broadly synchronous 
with orogenic events

Deformation due 
to riding over a 
plume

Rising plume melts
crust producing 
granites

Plume head spreads out leading to 
basaltic intrusions, sinking of surface
deposition of Maritimes Basin sediments

Association of gold with orogenic events (metamorphism, deformation, granites) may be linked to a mantle 
plume being overridden by the Nova Scotian crust: consistent with northward migration across NS to PEI.



Dark Face of Gold

 Avarice, Greed & Pollution



This graph shows 
historical gold rushes 
and we are presently 
undergoing another 
gold rush, but do we 
need it?
50%+ is in jewellery
35%+ is stored bullion
The rocks of southern 
NS contain <1% gold
≤2.4% FeS (pyrite)
≤4.4% arsenopyrite
These 2 minerals with 
acid rain produce 
sulphuric acid.
Is it worth open pit 
mining to produce so 
little gold and lots of
acid runoff, especially
when there are plenty 
of reserves?



Molega Gold District Leipsigate 1904

Photos: old mines, tailings & planned new open-pit mines

There was a gold mine at Blockhouse – there is a geological map but no photos

Moose River mine & Cochrane Hill projected plans



11 gold districts: Mercury                      and              Arsenic         in water

Measurements of mercury and arsenic in nearby water 

Mercury is used to separate gold. Cyanide was also used, but there are no analyses.
Arsenic is derived from arsenopyrite in the rocks hosting the gold-quartz veins.
Data from LeBlanc et al., 2020. Review of Ecological Mercury and Arsenic Bioaccumulation
within Historical Gold Mining Districts of Nova Scotia. Environmental Reviews.

Safe limit



   Ancestral face of gold

Ancient history

Memory conscienceness



Metals, Semi-metals, Non-metals & Gases
Known to ancients: RED 

Alkali
Metal

Alkaline
  Earth

Transition metals

Basic metals

Semimetals Non-metals & gases

Metals known to ancients: Iron, copper, silver, gold, zinc, mercury, tin & lead



N.B. Sun and Moon are NOT planets
There are 8 planets: Earth, Uranus, & 
Neptune missing from above scheme
SO interpretations require revision 

X

X X

Alchemistry: assignment of each metal to a planet by ancients

Pelikan (1973) The Secrets of Metals, Anthroposophic Press 
arranged the metals by atomic weight & proposed various associations

Reassessments in RED

Pelikan schema



Guinard, P. 2000. Planets. Colours and Metals

Colours assigned to metals & planets vary 
except for Moon, Sun and Mars

Guinard 2000 re-interpretations but 
no clear Astrological conclusions 



The Spititual Face of GOLD



Latrobe Nugget is a 
cubic cluster that was 
found in Australia

Is now in the Natural 
History Museum, 
London

What do you see in 
this nugget of gold?

Warmth?

Love?

Beauty?

Wonder?

Colour?

Question for each one of us to ponder



What do you 
feel when you 
see the sun?
●Warmth?
●Centred
●Grounded?
●Radiant Joy?

●What colour 
  is  the sun?

●Is there GOLD 
  in the Sun?

Questions for each one of us to ponder



 MINERAL KINGDOM AND THE LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN MAN

“In what I am about to say I must perforce use a terminology that describes the 
material world; it should not be accepted in its literal meaning only, i.e don’t ingest 
the metal!!.” Steiner, 1924 Scmidt # S-5865

CONSCIOUSNESS

5th level: beyond the gate of death

4th level:  complete insensibility

3rd level: plants, mirror of cosmic deeds

2nd level: animals, astral/group soul

1st level: harmony, inner equilibrium

Normal consciousness

“Entering each level can be painful, & we can lose consciousness. 
Never in the whole course of life do we need more confidence than when 
confronted with the crystal world, the leaden weight of egotism weighs upon 
the soul – requires recognition of, and at-one-ness with, the whole cosmos.”



Using our spiritual eye from cosmic space to the Earth, 
we appear to be suspended over a terrifying abyss, 
over a void (for me it appears black and opaque)
– this can evoke FEAR. 

Now we need to:
(1) Preserve our self-control, and take active steps to see 
beyond this void – in the mineral-crystal kingdom nothing 
is reflected back from the Earth. Each single crystal is a 
little world unto itself, & there are countless crystals.
 
(most minerals are crystals even when they appear SEM photos of clay crystals
formless or rounded by abrasion – see photos of mud/clay). 

Satisfaction occurs briefly then FEAR recurs.

(2) This now demands COURAGE to overcome loss of consciousness, which either 
becomes too weak, too tenuous, loses consciousness, or too dense, too 
concentrated, pain ensues – polarities. 

With COURAGE we confidently proclaim: 
“I am firmly anchored, & cannot drift from my moorings; my centre of gravity 
now lies within myself, in my HEART.”

Stages that one goes through in entering the MINERAL WORLD (Steiner, 1924)



The Hidden Face

         The Goethean method

Let the metals speak for themselves

   Intrinsic Character



  Let the elements speak for themselves: organized with increasing #s of protons
           Row (# orbits): 7 rows with metals Left-->Right non-metals
                   Column: each column has similar properties

     1A - 8A: gives number of electrons in outer shell 
              1B -8B: ditto for Transition Metals

harp              rincipal           iffuse            undamentalHighest energy electrons

Decreasing atomic radius: “good things come in small packages”
The spdf model uses Bohr’s atom 
where electrons circle around the
core – this can result in collisions.

In the MCAS electron orbital model 
electrons are in nested orbitals that 
result in the lowest total energy.
(Stewart, 2012. The Periodic Table 
& the MCAS Electron Orbital Model
The spdf & MCAS periodic tables are 
similar & column properties the same. 



GOLD crystals form cubes with the Gold atoms at the centres of the faces. The same 
occurs in copper, silver and lead. GOLD cubes are arranged in both left- and right-
handed helices (Chao et al., 2015, DNA-based plasmonic nanostructures, Materials 
Today, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mattod.2015.01.018), which is the same as the 
arrangement of quartz tetrahedra. The occurrence of such helices in quartz and gold 
suggests they may be an intermediate evolutionary stage culminating in the DNA 
double helix.

GOLD strives for purity & simplicity - it looks out on the world & shows its’ face

Atomic structure of GOLD



Malleability of GOLD - adaptability

1 ounce of GOLD may be stretched to 80 km - flexibility



Electrical & heat conductivity
Au, Ag, Cu form axis

In GOLD, silver & copper, outer electron has freedom: go with the flow



GOLD: The outer orbital 
electrons are packed in 
causing the atomic radius 
of gold to be SMALLER 
than the atomic radius of 
silver. 

N.B. Force due to electric 
charge is inversely 
proportional to the square 
of the distance.



In GOLD, conductivityis good because outer electrons are free to migrate
Electricity like Money: flow ->  AC ≡ local (borrowing & donating circle) DC ≡ international

Freedom

In GOLD, heat transfer occurs by: (1) Conduction, (2) Convection, (3) Radiation, e.g. Sun

Conduction by molecule: 
vibration - hotter is faster
Excitment, enthusiasm

Conduction in metals:also 
occurs by flow of free 
electrons
Sharing, equilibrium

1

2

3



GOLD is the most electronegative metal = strongest pull on electrons, 
i.e. least likely to react with other elements

(Tendency to attract shared electrons)
Metalloid/
Non-metals        Gases

GOLD is at the heart of table, most welcoming, stable & grounded metal  



Gold is the heaviest of 8 NOBLE elements that are most resistant to chemical reaction.

GOLD: solid, integrity, insightful, attractive, leader, charismatic, dependable, 
reliable, trustworthy, credible, stability

Why does GOLD resist oxidation even though it has one electron in its’ outer orbit?

RELATIVITY (Community): Gold has an atomic number of 79, giving it a heavy 
nucleus, the electrons travel extremely fast, so gaining MASS causing the the 
outer orbit to contract. This contraction results in the electron being more tightly 
bound to the nucleus and thus becoming unavailable for reactions. Therefore, in 
spite of having a free electron in its outermost shell, gold possesses the unique 
characteristic of resisting oxidation

Noble metals



LIGHT is absorbed by GOLD:,this 
excites the electrons, which jump 
to a higher energy level. 

When they fall back 
GOLDEN light is emitted.

GOLD is radiating warmth & love
Silver radiates white light
Copper radiates bronze light

Why is GOLD yellow?



Spiritual face of GOLD



Iron Hans: Grimm folk tale

●Requires that one stand on own two feet 
or thinking for oneself

●Move through 3 levels of conscienceness
Golden finger, strand of hair, hair

●Return to world and give help

(See book by Robert Bly)



MINERAL KINGDOM AND THE LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN MAN

                                        Rudolf Steiner (13th August, 1924

True & False Paths in Spiritual Investigation: Lecture #3 Schmidt #: S-5865

METAL CHAKRA   CONSCIOUSNESS

5th level: COPPER -> SOLAR-PLEXUS-ROOT: beyond the gate of death

4th level: LEAD -> CROWN: SATURN: complete insensibility

3rd level: TIN -> FOREHEAD JUPITER: plants, mirror of cosmic deeds

2nd level: IRON -> LARYNX: MARS:   animals, soul, astral, etheric world

1st level: GOLD -> HEART: EARTH:   harmony, inner equilibrium

Normal consciousness

GOLD finely sustains our heart and maintains the normal consciousness of our 
daily life - we can say, “GOLD works upon the heart centre of man”. Now 
we become aware of mineral composition, colour, hardness and all aspects of 
composition and structure, substantiality and metallity. GOLD has a 
harmonizing influence, it resolves tension and conflict and man is thereby 
restored to a state of inner equilibrium. Now we enter the astral/soul world.



Steiner describes the human chakras 
and auras in “Knowledge of the Higher 
Worlds” (1905, GA 10). Humans (and all 
objects) have an aura that varies in color 
and size (upto 3 metres from body), 
Some auras can be recorded using 
Kirlian photography or corona plasma 
discharge. such auras result from ionized 
water vapour surrounding an object, 
which can vary depending on such things 
as humidity, pressure, and voltage. Thus, 
fear can produce sweat leading to a 
more intense aura. All living organisms 
contain some liquid or moisture, and so 
will produce a corona discharge or aura. 
On the other hand, I see such things as 
fear, joy, and warmth in people, but, for 
me, they don’t appear as the commonly 
described colours. Such vision is likely 
associated with the levels of 
consciencness described by Steiner.

Auras



SUMMARY

GOLD is old & was derived from lower mantle &/or core with plume granites

GOLD is the purest metal (intensification)

GOLD often occurs with QUARTZ, both having the most advanced structure

GOLD
●Has a simple face-centred cubic structure ± R- & L-handed helices

●Has highest electronegativity: attraction of electrons, most grounded

●Has ONE electron in outermost orbit in common with Cu & Ag

●Has high electrical and heat conductivity (along with Cu & Ag)

●Has a single stable isotope: most stable metal, ancient origin

●Has the highest Melting point (except for Fe)

●Sits at the Heart of the Periodic Table



Truth, like GOLD, is to be obtained not by its growth, but by washing away 
from it all that is not GOLD. — Leo Tolstoy

If speaking is silver, then listening is GOLD. ― Turkish Proverb

Finest compliment you can pay a man: that his word is as good as GOLD. 
— Evel Knievel

There is no honest man, not one, that can resist the attraction of GOLD! — 
Aristophanes

If you are sick, think about your life; if you are better, think about your 
GOLD - Mongolian Proverb

GOLD — what can it not do, and undo? — William Shakespeare

They wonder much to hear that GOLD which in itself is so useless a thing, 
should be everywhere so much esteemed – Thomas More

“Heart of Gold”

QUOTES



UNITY of GOLD, HEART and SUN

ATTRIBUTES SHARED BETWEEN GOLD, HUMANS AND THE SUN

● Radiate Warmth, Love and Joy

● Heart of periodic table person and solar system, 

● Integrity, insightful, attractive, leader, charismatic, sharing, dependable, credible,   
   trustworthy, stability, building community, most welcoming, stable & grounded  
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